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University of Puget Sound Madrigal Singers include Dr. Bruce Rodgers, founder and conductor. 
Pictured in the front row, left to right are Stewart Hanson, Susan Arbury, Terry Eicher, loyda 
Thomas, Howard Frankhauser, Patricia Morgan, Tracey Jackson, Linda Smith. Back row, left 
to right: Pete Schindler, Richard McCullough, Patrick Lemon, Kathy Moles, Marilyn Sterbick, 
Roger Sasnett. 
The Season' Once Again 
Chrt5tina5 
Carol 
CHAPLAIN JEFFREY SMITH 
The image of the Christmas tide, 
a tide now gone on another 
wave, 
seems to have never been. 
It is scarcely possible to believe 
that 
"once upon a time" 
man 
was not as he is. 
r et the Beginning and End 
of Reality 
Stepped into the midst of the 
War, 
the War we have created again, 
ex nihilo, 
and acted as if man was not 
what he is. 
Was God stupid to believe that we 
could see in the sign of a 
vomiting baby 
Reality? 
an one stake his future in a God 
who in naivete plans for our 
love life? 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Christmas 
Round Campus 
Transforms UPS 
By NILMAH GRAY 
The Christmas Season is here 
and that means "Christmas Round 
Campus!" The co-chairmen, Nil-
mah Gray and Linda Sparks, 
urge everyone to join in the 
Christmas Spirit. 
The annual performance of 
Handel's Messiah by the Choral 
Society and UPS-Tacoma Cym-
phony Orchestra, marked the be-
ginning of the Christmas activ-
ities last Sunday. That same ev-
ening the freshman class hosted 
a decorating party in the SUB 
with hot chocolate and cookies for 
all the workers. It has been a tra-
dition that their class deck the 
Great Hall with greenery and 
decorate the tree. 
Jones Hall received its Christ-
mas trimmings on Wednesday 
when the Spurs and Circle K 
put up the tree in the main en-
try. The Madrigals began their 
series of evening performances on 
Tuesday also, which continues 
through Sunday. 
Last night, Thursday, the long-
awaited moment came — the tree 
lighting in front of Jones Hall. 
There was joyous caroling led by 
(Continued on Page 12) 
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Issue: The UPS Fieldhouse 
After attending the annual performance of The Messiah by 
the UPS-Tacoma Symphony Orchestra and the Choral Society 
Sunday last, I doubted whether I was as moved as I had anti-
cipated I would be. 
As the beautiful strains of Handel's masterpieces filled (or 
tried desperately to) the vast expanses of the Fieldhouse, I 
decided to move closed to the front so I could hear. "Why," I 
mused, can we spend so much time and effort in making sure 
that Bill Cosby comes through clear as a bell to the audience and 
and yet 311 voices and a 50-member orchestra have trouble 
making themselves heard?" 
The Fieldhouse, home of the UPS Loggers, and known for 
its immense versatility, certainly can be as ineffective visually as 
it can be audibly. I kept waiting for the lights to dim for dra-
matic effect, or the spotlight to focus upon the soloists. Realizing 
no arrangements of the sort were considered, my mind registered 
gripe number two. 
I was still trying desperately to catch the glory of the piece, 
when, just as the alto was singing, "Then shall the lame man 
leap as an hart and the tongue of the dumb shall sing," several 
small boys leaped off the bleachers and started to noisily trot 
in front of me. "Why can't the kids stay with Mommy and Dad-
dy?" my mind growled. 
Meanwhile, back to Handel. I sat listening intensely to the 
unamplified performance and before I knew it, everybody was 
rising for the Hallelujah Chorus. I sprang to my feet and started 
to mentally live those glorious words the Chorus sang with all 
their hearts. Only then did the lesser distractions become trivial 
and the sound system unimportant. For that moment in time 
I was in tune with the Spirit of the Season. King of Kings and 
Lord of Lords. Hallelujah!! —b.c. 
Statement of Policy 
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of the writer, and 
do not necessarily reflect those of the University of Puget Sound, 
its administration, faculty, associate student body, or the Puget 
Sound TRAIL staff. 
Material submitted should be typewritten, triple-spaced with 
65 spaces to the line. The deadline for each issue is 12 noon 
on the Monday prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right 
to edit for length, propriety, or libel. 
All material must be signed by the author and letters to the 
editor will have the author's name published with the letter. 
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY 
National Educational Advertising Services 
A DIVISION OF 
READER'• DIGEST SALES a SERVICES. INC. 
360 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017 
Round Table? 
Distributed by Chronicle 
Features Syndicate 
By Arthur Hoppe 
"How are the peace talks go-
ing?" Private Oliver Drab, 378- 
18-4454, asked his friend, Corpor-
al Partz, as the two squatted be-
hind a revetment. 
"Well, it says here," said Cor-
poral Partz, leafing through a 
newspaper, "that the Reds are de-
manding we talk around a square 
table. But we're holding firm for 
a rectangular table. And the fur's 
sure flying." 
"I am glad they got something 
to talk about," said Drab. 
"It's mighty important," said 
Partz. "The Reds say there's four 
sides negotiating and we say 
there's only two. So we're going 
to hang tough for a two-sided ta-
ble no matter what. And the Reds 
say they'll never yield an inch. 
Don't look like there's any solu-
tion." 
"My Grandma could've solved 
it," said Drab. "What she'd say 
"Great news, men," cried Cap-
tain Buck Ace, striding up, his 
eyes agleam. "Headquarters has 
picked us for a dangerous search 
and destroy mission. Check your 
weapons and get ready to zap 
those Charlies!" 
"Yes, sir," said Drab. politely, 
"but what for?" 
* 	 * 	 * 
Captain Ace frowned. "You're 
not going to start that again, 
Drab. We've got to get out there 
and kill Commies." 
"But if we're talking peace with 
them, sir . . ." 
"We've got to kill them while 
we're talking peace with them, in 
order to maintain our position at 
the bargaining table. And those 
Charlies out there, they're fighting 
for a square bargaining table." 
"But my Grandma . . ." 
"Blast your Grandma!" thunder-
ed the Captain. "What the hell are 
you talking about her for?" 
"She's dead, sir." 
"I'm sorry, son," the Captain 
said automatically, putting a hand 
on Drab's shoulder, "my condol-
ences." 
"Thank you, sir. But before she 
dies there used to be this big 
fight at her house every Thanks-
giving on who should sit at the 
head of the table. My uncle Ed 
darn near killed Cousin Franklin 
one time. But my Grandma, she 
solved the whOle thing—she went 
out and got herself a round table! 
So if we get a round table, sir, 
we wouldn't have to go out there 
and get killed to maintain our posi-
tion at it and . . ." 
"Shut up, Drab!' shouted the 
Captain. "And get out there and 
fight for whatever I tell you to 
fight for. 
So private Drab went over the 
top crying, "Dont give up the rec-
tangular table! But you could tell 
Send One Home to Your Family This Yuletide 
Due to the presence of 150,000 American troops now 
"visiting" in Thailand, we are able to make this special kt1 
offer. The regular black market on infants has grown to 
enormous proportions . .. the child coming from our usual 
'EA American communications with our Thai friends. 
PRICES 
Baby (Thai Mother, Black American Father) — $2.50 
Baby (Thai Mother, White American Father)—$50.00 
THESE ARE THE CURRENT PRICES IN THAILAND 
	 tt 
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Reviewing Africa 
The Tragedy of Biafra 
By George Obizor 
Last time I mentioned Sarduana of Sokoto, the religious and 
political leader of the predominantly Moslem Northern Nigeria 
He lost his life in the first military take over. This first military 
take over was heralded as a move to save the nation from degen. 
erating into anarchy from the chaos it has witnesses so far. The 
death of this enigma touched off a series of events that left the 
entire nation in unprecedented disaster. Events too difficult to 
believe hauntingly remain today as stark reality. The events 
included Pogrom (organized murder), arson and plunder. All 
of these were directed towards the peoples of the former Eastern 
Nigeria who are predominantly Christians and were accused by 
the Northerners of bringing about the first military take over in 
order to dominate them. Let us follow these events as they 
happened. 
1953. Kano Riot in Northern Nigeria. 52 dead, 245 
wounded, (most of the casualties were Eastern Nigerians). 
May, 29, 1966. There was widespread massacre of East-
ern Nigerians throughout Northern Nigeria. 3,000 Eastern im- 
migrants and mid-western lbos were killed. 
July 29, 1966. 240 Army officers and non-commissioned 
officers of Eastern Nigerian origin were killed, including Major 
General Aguiyi Ironsi, Commander-in-Chief and head of the 
Nigerian Military Government. (Here ended the First Army 
regime and another began.) 
August, 1966. The man who took over from the July 
29, 1966 counter coup, (organized and executed by the North- 
erners), declared that "there is no basis for Nigerian unity." The 
man is Gowon; he is in office today fighting for the "unity" of 
Nigeria. 
September, 1966. Gowan uni 
laterally dismissed an Ad Hoc Con 
ference on constitutional arrange 
ment and moved towards dicta 
tonal government. 
September-October, 	 1966 
Over 30,000 Eastern Nigerians 
were killed in Northern Nigeria; 
over 2,000,000 refugees entered 
Eastern Nigeria from other parts 
of Nigeria, many of them maimed 
or badly wounded. They were all 
seeking refuge in their own tribal 
homeland in the wave of this di -
rected disaster against them. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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This Ad Is for Real ! 
University Chapel Committee will soon be hitting you for 
financial support of the children born of our efforts to free 
somehow that his heart wasn't in 
it. 
As he said somewhat moodily 
that night to Corporal Partz as 
they crouched in a rain-filled fox-
hole, pinned down by enemy fire: 
"Maybe there's something wrong 
with me, but do you think a rec-
tangular table is a worthy cause 
to die for? 
"Nope, said Corporal 	 Partz, 
scrunch-ing lower. "But to tell the 
truth, Oliver, I never thought of a 
good enough one yet. 
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State Scholarships To Be Topic 
(Mmpf) 
The New OPEL KADETT 
Is a Steal! 
Merry Christmas 
GILCHRIST BUICK, INC. 
6004 So. Tacoma Way 
	 GR 4-0645 
"All the News 
That's 
Print to Fit" 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE 
RICH TO GIVE HER A 
NORINGAIE EVEREIT 
BREMERTON. SOUINCENTER 
TACOMA MALL 
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TRAIL Poll 
Yield Results 
After several months of work, 
the Puget Sound TRAIL student 
poll is almost complete. Although 
the results for individual living 
groups have not been completed 
yet, the total student response 
has been tallied. 
It is hoped that the poll will 
give the TRAIL staff an indica-
tion of how UPS students feel on 
diferent issues which affect them. 
It was indicated that 596 of 
the 666 students polled would 
support a student-operated book 
store which would make its objec-
tive the removal of excessive or 
exhorbitant mark-ups on text-
books. 
563 students felt that a pub-
lished course critique for evalua-
tion of courses and professors 
would be a good idea. 
207 favored integrating wom-
en's housing so that all sorority 
members would not live together, 
while 426 were against this pro-
posal. 
462 students favored acquisition 
of a wire service for use by the 
TRAIL, KUPS, the student body, 
and possibly some of the univer-
sity departments to gain current 
news. 180 students were against 
this aquisition. 
Regarding Sigma Chi Derby 
Day, 341 would like to see it 
limited or discontinued, while 293 
preferred keeping it as it is at 
the present time. 
When asked if they felt the 
present UPS Food Service was 
satisfactory to them, 243 said 
yes and 401 said no. 
240 students were satisfied with 
the present library and 168 were 
unsatisfied with the library. In 
examining the areas of the library 
where improvement is needed, the 
largest number of persons re-
sponding (401) felt that there was 
a need to up-date the books, 378 
felt there was a need to improve 
the research materials available, 
178 considered the library lacking 
in periodicals, 164 stated that 
there was a need for more study 
A 
Christmas 
Carol 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Surely the God who declares love, 
which is weakness, 
to be strenngth, 
is unaware of the American ethic. 
The man who rejects our power 
to explode 
dissolve 
monopolize 
dissipate 
Desiccate 
the peoples of the world 
does not understand the 
meaning of power. 
Foolish Jesus — 
Childish plan. 
(UPSNB) — From 10 to 15 
state legislators, along with key 
members of the student body, 
alumni and faculty at the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound will at-
tend an informative session at 
noon Dec. 17 to discuss the pro-
posed state scholarship program 
for Washington students attend-
ing private institutions in the 
state. 
The legislators will represent 
districts 25-29. 
The meeting, whiQh will be in 
space, and 95 felt that there were 
other improvements necessary. 
Although 109 students felt the 
Greek system at UPS was regress-
ing, the majority felt it was either 
holding its own (301) or existing 
in a static state (201). 
This is the first in a series of 
reports by the TRAIL on the re-
sults of the student poll. More 
results will follow in the next 
issue. (January 10.) 
MARRIED MEN: Your wives 
are cordially invited to attend the 
Student Wives' Club annual 
Christmas party and December 
meeting on Monday, December 
16, at 7:30 p.m. in room 9 of 
the SC. Each member is asked to 
bring a gift valued at $2.00 or 
less for the gift exchange. 
Holiday refreshments will be 
served. 
Hope we see your wife there. 
DAILY PICK-UP AND 
DELIVERY AT DORMS 
MODERN 
CLEANERS 
2309-6th Avenue 
MA 7-1 1 1 7 
VanderEnde Auditorium in Mc-
Intyre Hall, will include an ex-
planation of proposals by an in-
terim committee, headed by Sen. 
Gordon Sandison of Port An-
geles, which will introduce legis-
lation proposing a statewide pro-
gram of scholarships for private 
institutions when the state legis-
lateure convenes next year. 
"This legislation would be very 
important since it would allow 
students who have need to re-
ceive state scholarships to the 
private state school of their 
• choice," said Dr. R. Franklin 
Thompson, president of UPS. 
Dr. Thompson is also president 
of the Friends of Higher Educa-
tion, an organization represent-
ing all private Washington 
schools, which supports the sch-
olarship program being proposed. 
Thirty-three states now have 
scholarships for private institu-
tions. 
January 3, 4, 1967. Aburi 
(Ghana) Conference of Nigeria's 
military leaders reached an agree-
ment on ending the crisis. Col. 
Gowon, himself from the North 
and backed by Northern soldiers 
and civilians, unilaterally repudi-
ated all the Aburi agreement which 
meant, above other things, settle-
ment of the refugees who fled 
their jobs and belongings during 
the earlier catastrophe. 
May 8, 1967. Col. Gowon, 
by the stroke of his pen, carved 
Nigeria into "twelve states." Like 
the colonists before him, he did 
it without consulting the people 
whose interests he supposedly was 
protecting, and without reference 
to the constitution on the creation 
of states. It is necessary to note 
here that Gowon promises to up-
hold his "paper states" by all 
means possible, from pinch and 
toss to manslaughter; no better 
Machiavelian had ever before ap-
peared in the African Political 
Scene. Today, he is following 
through with all he promised my 
people — military execution. 
Again, life deals a crushing blow, 
but the world merely watches on 
in the usual manner as six million 
Jews perish. 
May 30, 1967. Having re-
jected the people of the former 
Eastern Nigeria, and having, (on 
several occasions), demonstrated 
their dis-interest in honoring agree-
ments aimed at healing past 
wounds, the Lagos junta forced the 
former Eastern Nigerians to seek 
security in a new political arrange-
ment. Hence, the declaration of 
the former Eastern Nigeria as the 
Depublic of Biafra followed. Since 
then, Biafra has started a long and 
difficult march; there is no halt-
ing until the goal is achieved. 
America marched on the same 
rough roads to obtain her inde-
pendence 	 from 	 Britain; 	 Israel 
marched for many years to Zion. 
Biafra's own march has started ; 
be the route ever so long and 
tedious, the ultimate goal is a 
truly free and democratic repub-
lic. Biafra is a nation of 14 mil-
lion people united together by  
past sufferings and present strug-
gles for freedom, and nothing can 
destroy their will to survive. I 
am willing to tell everyone that 
the question of Biafran indepen-
dence is first of all a question of 
Humanity. My people's agony has 
gone as deep as I never imagined 
it to go, but we have one consol-
ation the greater the conflict and 
hardship, the more glorious the 
triumph. With our unshakable 
spirit and our determination to 
defeat the forces of oppression, 
jealousy, and hatred, we shall 
overcome. 
Tragedy of Biafra 
(Continued from Page 2) 
University Church 
offers 
A Service of Nine Lessons 
and Nine Carols 
A Service from 16th Century England 
This Sunday 	 11:00 a.m. 
Dynamic Band Forming... 
Come on along, come on along! 
It's the UPS Rhythm Band! 
Come on along, come on along, 
It's the best band in the land! 
Bring along your combs, (Zigzag papers will be provided 
free). kazoos, tambourines, harmonicas, washtubs, Jews' harps, 
recorders, ukeleles, coke bottles, slide whistles, potatoes, fiddles, 
rubber bands, guitars, loud vocal chords, and any other musical 
noisemaker you may think of to the first practice session of the 
UPS Rhythm Band today, FRIDAY, at 3:00 in Room 9. 
This band is being formed for the sole purpose of making 
absolutely sure that we have some pep music on Monday night 
fo rthe first basketball game. Two practice sessions ought to 
really do it! 
Rick Stockstad is currently trying to hire student musicians 
for a regular pep band to play at the eight home games at UPS. 
If your ears simply can't take the Rhythm Band (suggested names: 
The Rubber Band, or Grass Roots Revisited), contact Rick Stock-
stad for further information. 
26th & Proctor 
Haircuts ... Hairstyling 
Roffler Sculptur - Kut 
By Appointment 
Will 
Get You 
Sooner or laler 
Watch and Jewelry 
Repair 
GUARANTEED 
BR 2-3063 
2707 6th Ave. 
For All Your Needs 
The Closest 
Drug Store 
to the College 
CHAPMAN'S 
DRUG 
3123 North 26th 
SK 2-6667 
The Glass Rooster 
3709 6th Ave. SK 9-7347 
t, We aren't 70 But our gifts are warm and from 
the heart. 	 If 
14110111901014219adirtleltatataatlidttlalittlattki=s2t2t2tai'242AX2 -,aaikaaatDt.9'. 
(.:C'f. ,VC°VCVE:P.V.Vt..".VCW.M.VCV.CtCtC ,VCt.CWC'ttC'VVCCPC'CtCV4tCtC4M 20CtCtC7.., 
S.4 
Open daily 9 a.m. to 5:30 
Sundays 'til Christmas 
12-4 
Oh-Oh! 
Here Comes That 
Man Again! 
Are you ready for the man 
with the big fat tummy, the 
Jolly Little Man who takes 
all your money! 
WELL . . . if you're not ready for 
him this year, plan now for next 
year by starting a 
S A 
V 
ACCOUNT 
One of the many 
pleasures of having a 
Savings Account is to 
watch it grow even 
more, with the addition 
of interest, compound-
ed regularly. And the 
more you save, the 
more money pours inl 
For still greater 
earnings, ask about our 
Savings Certificates. 
Should you require extra money 
this Christmas, visit our personal 
loan department. Remember, we 
offer every banking service to 
meet all your financial needs. 
Year round 
You can 
depend on us 
for complete 
convenient 
Banking Service 
Ask about 
postage-free 
Bank By Mail 
service 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
1011 Pacific Avenue 	 Tacoma, Washington 
CALIFORNIA 
OREGON 
WASHINGTON 
MEMBER F. D. I ( 
01' CALIFORNIA 
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FIERCE IN HABIT 
By Ralph McEwen 
Extravagant nation, 
raging through life, 
do not fill with fear; 
death is forever near. 
Frantic child of 
selfish scream, 
do not burst for joy. 
Open those bars 
to what you are. 
The meaning of life 
is known deeper to slow 
rivers, 
than to white rapids. 
Do cool your blow. 
Student-faculty 
Relations 
Reviews Issue 
Release of information to in-
vestigating agencies such as the 
F.B.I., Vista, The Peace Corps, 
the armed forces and employers, 
is the current issue before the 
SFR committee. 
The categories of information 
which admissions officers have 
in a student's file are disciplinary 
actions, emotional problems, aca-
emic records and group affilia-
tions on campus. The committee 
is not concerned with the release 
of the transcripts which report 
on academic competence, but with 
the release of information which 
is not directly related to a stu-
dent's ability to fulfill the posi-
tion for which he is applying, 
such as group affiliations on cam-
pus. The risk involved is that a 
student may join a club or par-
ticipate in an activity which does 
not necessarily reflect his per-
sonal viewpoint or political in-
clinations, but merely a curiousity 
to learn about different ideologies. 
A suggestion was made that a 
release form be made available 
to students to authorize the school 
to give out information upon re-
quest. It was pointed out by Prof. 
McNeil that this system would 
work for 90% of the students, but 
the 10% who refused to sign the 
release would be jeopardizing 
themselves regardless of their rea-
sons, simply because they did not 
sign the release. 
The consensus of the commit-
tee was that some formal policy 
should be formulated. A sub-com-
mittee was appointed to write to 
universities across the country to 
request copies of their policies 
so that the committee could draw 
up a policy for UPS which would 
be most realistic and practical. 
To Abort or 
Not To Abort 
"This House believes that 
laws against abortion should 
be abolished," was announc-
ed as the title for the next 
House of Critics debate, 
Wednesday, December 18 at 
7:00 p.m. in Mc 106. 
Speaking for complete le-
galization of abortions will 
be Dr. Ernest Karlstrom of 
the biology department. Col-
leen Beeman will be his 
speaking assistant. 
Speaking against the com-
plete legalization of abortions 
will be Dr. John Phillips of 
the religion department and 
a student speaker (yet to be 
announced). 
„,,,ovospiftioNiultivir„ 
Ski Season 
Underway 
Tomorrow the UPS Ski Team 
starts the season with a meet tak-
ing place at Snoqualmie Pass. 
With the past several days' 
amount of snow accumlating, the 
meet should provide some excel-
lent times being posted. 
Three veterans, Grant Mittel-
staedt, Rich Sinnett, and John 
Robertson will provide experience 
for the meet along with 18 or 20 
other members also competing. 
The next meet will take place 
on January 11. 
LET'S MEET AT 
AFTER THE GAME . 
AFTER THE DANCE . . 
ANYTIME! 
Specializing in 
Steaks * Seafood 
Cocktails 
JOHNNY'S 
on the MALL 
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT 
 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
If 
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211 
THE CENTRAL CONCERN 
318 South 1Itii Street 
"t7accma, "1,0a6Pungton 
98402 crri5.4 7-'516o9 
CLASSIFIED 
Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs-3 lines 50¢ 
Commercial 3 Lines $1.00 
Rates for larger ads on request 
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 763, for an Ad Taker 
FOR RENT  
10 „ i ft. self-contained camper unit. 
close to UPS campus. Ideal for stu- 
dent & room mate. SK 2-0986  
RIDES  
Grad, student wants riders to Sun 
Valley Dec. 26 thru Jan. 4-5. $35.00 
round trip. Call JU 8-6470.  
 
POSTERS 
Get the latest in posters from W. L. 
Walter, BR 2-2570.  
TYPING 
Have typewriter. Close to school. 
Can do ordinary work for stu-
dents and whomsoever it may con-
cern. 3222 N. 9th St. SK 9-9434 
will be used to "support the con- 
tinuing science program at UPS." 
HOWELL 
SPORTING GOODS, Inc. 
"The Finest in Athletic 
Equipment" 
922 Commerce 	 FU 3 - 2653 
Convenient Terms $295 
jiidat9opd 
,i)&41~/46eitabeed 
Now there is a new constellation in the 
universe. Zales introduces its new 
Constellation Diamond Solitaire Collection. 
Like its sister constellations in the 
heavens, each member "star" is beautifully 
unique. Come to Zales and reach 
for the stars.. .our magnificent new 
Constellation Diamond Solitaires. 
Illustrations Enlarged Matching wedding bands, $1445 each. 
$450 
$195 
ZALE 
JEWELE R 
365 Tacoma Mall GR 5-2866 	 cj 
	 -L 
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Boeing Grant Benefits UPS Science 
Dr. Alma Oficial", Chapel Choir Director, directs the Chapel Chorus 
in their rehearsal of Vivaldi's "Gloria" for the special offering. 
finally the Fulfillment. 
Peter Schindler will direct the 
musical portion of the service. 
Harpsichord and recorder will be 
used along with organ and other 
Presbyterian Church, and Leslie 
Ann Doerner, harpsichordist. So-
lo wind players are David Leav-
ens, trumpet and Carolyn Morri-
son, oboe. Other members of the 
orchestra include: 
Violins I 
Nancy Mickelson 
Pierre Venturi 
Kathy Porter 
Cello 
Merle Harris 
Lavid Lyles 
Violins II 
Ronda Ghylin 
Kristin Schutte 
George Simonson 
String Bass 
Curtis Stovall 
Viola 
Betsey Ellerbrook 
Sue Peringer 
K-WVVCVCVVVZkVVVZVCC-WZ-WVCV 
Vivaldi's 'Gloria' To Be Special Program 
Old English Service 
To Celebrate Xmas 
University Church will offer a 
special service this coming Sun-
day morning to mark the Christ-
mas tide. The service, which be-
gins at 11 o'clock in Kilworth 
Chapel, is taken from a fifteenth 
century English celebration which 
was later adapted for use by the 
Oxford Colleges in England. It 
is an old service of "Nine Lessons 
and Nine Carols." It begins with 
the promise of the redemption of 
the people of Israel and offers a 
hope for the expected Messiah. 
The frustration and the longing 
of the Old Testament is fulfilled 
in the birth of the Child. 
The first lessons begin with 
the history of the people of Is-
rael. Along with each lesson a 
carol is offered. Many students 
will be participating in the serv-
ice by offering carols with both 
voice and instruments. The fourth 
through the ninth lessons are ta-
keif from the New Testament be-
ginning with the Annunciation, 
the Birth, the Shepherds, the In-
carnate word, the Wise men, and 
The University Chapel Chorus, 
directed by Dr. Alma Oncley, and 
the Chamber Orchestra, conduct-
ed by Edward Seferian, will pre-
sent a special Christmas music 
program at the Chapel service on 
Wednesday, December 18, at 11 
a.m. The orchestra will play the 
Bach double violin concerto in 
D minor. Sheri Bemtsen and 
Robert Pendergast will be fea-
tured as soloists. The chorus, as-
sisted by the orchestra, will per-
form the "Gloria" by Vivaldi, an 
exciting work of the Baroque 
period which has only recently 
been published. Featured soloists 
will be Catherine Elliott, mezzo, 
Persis Shook, soprano and Mar-
garet Myles, contralto. Also as-
sisting will be Marian Schnell-
berg, organist of University Place  
instruments. Ron Dean has writ-
ten a special carol for the service 
You are invited to worship 
through this unusual service this 
coming Sunday. 
HUNGRY? 
THIRSTY? 
LONESOME? 
Try 
PAT'S 
North 21st and Oakes 
Come and See Us 
ocoS OF Rom” iiisIC 
Listen to a wave of familiar in-
strumentals and vocals, the most 
popular, loved and listenable 
music of today and yesterday. 
In any hour you might meet 
Georgy Girl, Dolly or Ramblin' 
Rose, hear the loveliness of 
Canadian. Sunset and the ro-
mance of Somewhere My Love, 
dance to a Summer Samba and 
see the world through Spanish 
Eyes. Everything from soul mu-
sic to contemporary pops on 
KUPS 
880 
The UPSound of the 
University of Puget Sound 
(UPSNB) — The Boeing Com-
pany has presented the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound with a $20,- 
000 capital grant for the school's 
R. Franldin Thompson Science 
Complex expansion program. 
The company, which approved 
the grant in a recent board meet-
ing, announced their donation "re-
flects the recognition of the im-
portant contributions of private 
educational institutions." 
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, 
president of UPS, said the grant 
AMF-EQUIPPED BOWLING LANES 
Atth 
Ptactat 
'low' 
Open Lanes Available Anytime 
Special Rates for Students 
3860 No. 26th 
SK 2-5200 
d, Now at Bernie's 011 
Start out a winner 
in extra A-7 
RACERS with sharp 
continental styling! 
Get yours in new 
Reverse Twist' that 
never needs ironing. 
Seven great new 
The 
ACTION / 
MAN' 
Slacks 
R-1 
\ 	 shades. $9.00 
Racers. 
(i) 
BERNIE'S 
Tacoma Mall 
ALSO SOUTH CENTER, UNIVERSITY DISTRICT, SEATTLE 
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U of Portland nvades UPS In Home Opener 
Logger Dave Lindstrom (33) pass' off to John Smith as the Loggers offense works around 
the SP Falcons Bob Burrows, Bill Owen and Everet Sutphin. 
Any coach who opens the sea-
son with three road games would 
be happy with one or two. But 
Coach Zech has guided the Log-
gers over three tough opponents. 
On December 3 the Loggers 
journey to meet the Linfield 
Wildcats on their homecourt. 
Last year the 'Cats were 12-0 at 
home hoping to stretch their win-
ning ways. 
Getting off to a shaky start, the 
Loggers didn't even resemble the 
same team that beat St. Martin's 
earlier. Linfield led in the early 
going and throughout most of the 
game. It was one of the most rug-
ged games ever played between 
the two schools. The 'Cats held 
a slim halftime lead of 53-47. 
The Loggers seemed to gain 
their composure in the second 
half and didn't commit so many 
turnovers. Linfield hit a cold 
streak late in the third quarter 
which continued into the fourth. 
UPS surged ahead when Ed Hus-
ton and Argie Rhymes teamed up 
to put the Loggers in the lead 78- 
77 with 6:18 left. Linfield didn't 
threaten the rest of the game. 
Puget Sound Loggers travel to 
Davis, California for the Cal Ag-
gies Tournament being held on 
the University of California cam-
pus at Davis for three days of 
competition, then the Loggers 
are idle over the Christmas vaca-
tion. 
They return to the court on 
January 6 against cross-town ri-
vals, the PLU Knights and then 
on January 8 will host the Hast-
ings College team of Hastings, 
Nebraska, as their tour swings 
through the northwest for the first 
time. 
Dave Lindstrom led all scorers 
with 24 points followed by Ed 
Huston with 22. Three other Log-
gers hit the double figure mark. 
Mike Conklin, the most im- 
proved 'Cat, led Linfield with 15. 
Pat Smithey contributed 13 as 
center Dan Beeson and Terry 
Miller chipped in 12 each. 
Then last Friday the Loggers 
invaded Seattle Pacific's home 
opener before a jam packed gym 
of 2100 screaming fans. 
UPS took an early lead and 
held throughout the game al-
though the Falcons tied the score 
several times. The widest margin 
came for the Loggers at 3:23 left 
in the first half 28-14. Argie 
Rhymes and Howard Clark pick-
ed up two quick personal fouls 
early in the game. At halftime 
the Loggers led 34-30. 
In the second half Seattle Pa-
cific staged a tremendous come-
back in the opening min-
utes as they hit for eight straight 
unanswered points to knot the 
score 46-46 with 9:57 left. The 
lead changed hands several times 
but the Loggers pulled away for 
good with 4:21. Seattle Pacific 
put a final gasp with 1:59 left 
and closed within 2 points at 61- 
59, but Charles Lowry iced the 
the game with three of four 
charity tossed within the last 36 
seconds. The Loggers won their 
third game 68-61. 
The Logger shooting percen-
tage was 51% compared -to the 
Falcons dismal 31.4% and out re-
bounded 46-37. Three Loggers hit 
the double figure mark led by 
John Smith at 18, Charles Low-
ry with 13, and Ed Huston at 11. 
Leading Seattle Pacific was guard 
Bob Burrows at 17, followed by 
Dick Patzer at 16 and Bill Owen 
with 11. 
The Loggers tonight will play 
for the championship game or 
third spot in the Daffodil Classic 
depending on the outcome of last 
night's game. 
Officially the Loggers launch 
their home opener Monday night, 
December 16, in the Fieldhouse 
against the University of Port-
land getting under way at 8 pm. 
while the preliminary game start-
ing at 6 against an AAU team. 
Swimmers 
Place Third 
In Relays 
Last Saturday in the Central 
Relays held in Ellensburg, the 
UPS swimmers captured third 
place overall in their first com-
petition of the season. 
Nine new meet records were 
established as the pace contin-
ues to get better every year. Of 
those nine records the Logger 
mermen set three of them in the 
400 yard medley relay, 200 yard 
backstroke-butterfly, and 200 
yard medley relay. 
The 400 medley was broke by 
these four: Gary Benson, Pete 
Hamilton, Ron Payne, and Kim 
Lathrop in a time of 3:53.4; for 
the 200 ingdley relay the record 
was broke by Kim Lathrop, Gary 
Benson, Pete Hamilton, and Ron 
Payne in 1:45.2; and finally the 
200 yard backstroke-butterfly by 
Former UPS hoopster Fred 
Wilde now resides in Portland 
and works for the division office 
of IBM. 
Doug Ewen, Bill Martin, Kim 
Lathrop, and Gary Benson. 
Finishing the meet according to 
order were: Central Washington 
118, without the services of their 
fine diver Mark Morrill, Washing-
ton State University 93, UPS 
third with 87, followed by Idaho 
61, Gonzaga University 44 and 
Pacific Lutheran University in 
sixth with 40 points. 
Next competitor' for the UPS 
swimmers comes tomorrow against 
the PLU Knights in the annual 
Santa Claus meet at Wallace 
Pool starting at 9:30 a.m. It will 
give the students a chance to see 
what the swim team looks like 
before starting their season in 
January. 
Soweird 
JEWELRY 
Sales and Service for 
Accutron 
Bulova 
Hamilton 
Elgin 
DIAMONDS. RADIOS 
2703 No. Proctor 
SK 9-5681 
OLIVER TAXI 
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC. 
TACOMA AIRPORTER 
RADIO DISPATCHED 
112 So. 14th St., 	 FU 3-1555 
Publications 
JOHNSON - COX CO. 
Compositors Printers Lithographers 
726 Pacific Ave 0 BR 2-2238 
Going Up Anyone? 
"Showboat" Clay of the Harlem Clowns keeps hanging on (the bas-
ket) Joe Peyton gets ready at the free throw line and Coach 
Paul Wallrof stares intentedly. 
Profs. Enjoy 
Clowning Around 
UPS-UW Pugby teams stage a free-for-all after the loose ball in the 
first rugby game last Saturday. 
SELECT YOUR 
TYPEWRITER 
AT 
H. D. Baker Co. 
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J 
BR 2-3226 
THE TYPEWRITER 
HEADQUARTERS 
— or —Buy 
• • • 
• • • 
Full Line Office Supplies 
Unexcelled Service All Makes 
Packard Bell's new component stereo 
system features single-module 
AM/FM/FM stereo multiplex tuner, 
amplifier and record player. Dual input 
jacks for stereo tape play. 
output jacks for stereo tape recording 
. . . stereo earphone jack. 
MALIBU — Modular Stereo Component System — RPS-02. Contemporary Walnut. 
100 Watts Peak Music Power. Two 10" Woofers — Air suspended, Two 31/2" 
Tweeters. Garrard 4-Speed Automatic Turntable wi th Solid State Cartridge. Sug-
gested retail price 399.95. 
"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices" 
Parker Electric Co. 
3521 6th Avenue (6th & Union) 
SK 2-4992 
Show your ASB card for special Student Savings 
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By Fred 
Before a sparce crowd the UPS 
Faculty succumbed to the Harlem 
Clowns by the official score of 
72-69. (It's not whether you win 
or lose, it's how you play the 
game!) 
With that in mind, it must be 
said that the faculty performed 
to its collective potential. Field-
ing a team of 13 "athletes" they 
managed to keep six bodies on 
the floor at all times. Some, ap-
parently bolstered by the 
"warm-up shots" taken prior to 
the game, played a little higher 
than expected around the rim. 
Unfortunately the team just 
lacked the finesse to cope with 
the Clowns. Their defense was 
gallant, often bordering on Ma-
sochism. 
Sparked by Paul Wallrof, who 
started at forward but switched 
quickly to tackle (a more natural 
spot), the faculty played the big 
"D", but to no avail. 
Scoring-wise, the faculty was 
led by Jim Harney and Joe Pey-
ton with 16 and 14 points re-
spectively. The Clowns were 
paced by Ray "Showboat" Clay's 
Bullert 
16 and Fred Hare's 14. 
The real exhibition was put on 
by Leroy "Bid 0" Ostransky 
whose baskethanging tactics and 
ability to pace himself were some-
thing to behold. 
While the faculty played the 
straight man, the Clowns went 
through the traditional routines: 
trick basketballs, baseball game, 
and the fancy dribbling of Clay. 
These were spiced by the some-
times funny lines thrown in by 
Clay. 
All was well received by the 
crowd and the lavish applause at 
the finish attested to the quality 
of their act. 
The Clown stars were Ray 
Clay — the comic and ball-hand-
ler, Willie Maples — the Cyclops 
rebounder, and Fred Hare—who 
had most of the pure talent. 
For the scrapbook the rest of 
the Faculty roster consisted of 
Don Zech, John Phillips, Col. 
Robert Denomy, Ernie Karlstrom, 
Robert Bock, Ed Herbert, Bob 
Albertson, Major Walter D. Hun-
ter, Don Duncan, and Booth 
Gardner. 
Rugby Club 
Beaten by 
U of W Club 
Last Saturday saw the UPS 
Rugby Club open its season 
against the University of Wash-
ington at a muddy Baker Sta-
dium. UPS lost to an experienced 
Washington team. UPS had eight 
of its fifteen men new to the 
game. 
The club is captained by Chuck 
Lenfesty, who played in Canada 
for six years, along with team-
mates Tooey Meyer, Gaques Gar-
rigues, Don Harris, and Chuck 
Woodcock who all attended the 
same prep school in Victoria B.C. 
Other seasoned players being 
Hans Van Eicken, Paul Schmitt, 
and Alphonse Rhmor from Hol-
land. 
Rugby is a rigorous game which 
is played with no time-outs, no 
substitutions for players, and no 
padding. It runs continually for 
two thirty-five minute halves. 
There is no blocking or for-
ward passing. 
Their next home game is Jan-
uary 18 against Seattle U. For 
something new and excitingly 
brutal to watch come and see this 
game, it should be a good one. 
rir lie Proctor 
3f)ott5e Reotaurant 
Lunch — Snacks — Dinner 
French Dips — Monte Cristo's 
Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili 
Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts 
Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks 
2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076 
GlillDERSOn 
Orr:yin jeweiry 
764 BROADWAY 
	 527 PINE STREET 
TACOMA 
	
SEATTLE 
BRoadway 2-4295 
	
MA 4-1531 
Spend Next Semester in Vienna 
Join the UPS Junior Semester 
Abroad 
On the Way, Visit London, 
Amsterdam, Paris, Rome and 
Florence 
Requirements: Junior or Senior Standing 
Cost: $2,200 (Includes Travel, Instruction, 
Lodging and Meals) 
For Information, Call or See Professor Renate Hodges 
Office: Music 306 
School Telephone: Ext. 782 
Home Telephone: SK 9-5040 
Dr. Bruce Rodgers, music dept. 
of Handel's Messiah; featuring 
Choral Societies. 
head, directs the annual concert 
the UPS-Tacoma Symphony and 
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
"This is nothing . . . you should have seen our Christmas 
display last year!" 
; 4,', • 
• 
SANTA, 
STRIKES 
AGAIN! '9t` 
PLAN Now to Have a FUNderful Time 
During the Coming Holidays. Bring the 
Family and Visiting Guest to 
TOWER LANES 
For an evening of fun and health rec-
reation. Open bowling, automatic lanes, 
plus congenial surroundings which in-
clude an attractive lounge, convenient 
snack bar and ample parking. 
GIFTS for the 
BOWLER 
and for the Bowler Santa Suggests 
BOWLING BALLS 
BOWLING BAGS 
BOWLING SHOES 
BOWLING ACCESSORIES 
PLUS 
BILLIARD CUES IL CASE 
6323 - 6th Avenue 
or call SK 9-3583 
HOURS 9 A.M. - 1 A.M. 
GEORGE'S BARBER SHOP 
"Dependability & originality with 
a smile" 
2 chairs - always available 
3701 6th Avenue 
Miss Margaret Myles, contralto and UPS music dept. professor, 
was a soloist during the Messiah. 
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Owed to Vienna 
By Ralph McEwen 
0', it is here. 
I feel those melodies 
tickling my cheeks. 
Hello music, whose channel 
of sound I swim. 
Let me grip your round curves 
and melt in the pierce of 
your breathed life-ray. 
You are the oozing cloud 
I call my bed, 
suspending my lightest head 
in a feather of sound. 
This is weightlessness; 
my limbs are nowhere. 
Wow, my knees are going . . 
Edit. Note: This poem was writ-
ten for musical characterization 
and dialogue, and Ralph read it 
on "American Night" at the Aus-
tro-American Institute in con-
junction with music from the 
band. 
Messiah Awakes 
Christmas Spirit 
Perhaps one of the quickest 
ways to get oneself into the spir-
it of thin gs at Christmas (rather 
than watching the store decora-
tions go up before Thanksgiving) 
is to listen to and appreciate Han-
del's Messiah. 
A large audience numbering in 
the thousands aimed to do just 
that on Sunday, December 8, 
when the combined UPS-Tacoma 
Symphony Orchestra and Choral 
Society, under the direction of 
Dr. Bruce Rogers, performed the 
annual concert. 
The Chorus numbered 311 
voices; it was comprised of UPS 
students, choral society members, 
Chapel Chorus, Adelphians, and 
Tacoma Community members. 
The UPS-Tacoma Symphony 
Orchestra was composed of 50 
members at the performance, 
featuring these UPS students: 
Violinists Shari Berntsen, Robert 
Pendergrast, Janet Kinley, George 
Simonson, and Kristin Schutti; 
violinist Sue Peringer, bass Cur-
tis Stovall, and flutist Ann Thom-
as. 
The entire concert was record-
ed live and broadcast later Sun-
day by KTAC Radio. 
(PR)—Twenty speakers whose 
topics represent a wide range of 
subjects, including science, pol-
itical science, physical education, 
philosophy, and occupational 
therapy, are listed in the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound's Speakers' 
Bureau Pamphlet for 1968-69. 
Copies of the list may be ob-
tained from the news bureau at 
the University, 1500 N. Warner, 
Joys of Xmas 
Madrigal Theme 
(UPSNB) — The University 
of Puget Sound Madrigal Singers 
will present their 17th-annual 
program of Christmas music, 
"The Joys of Christmas," di-
rected by their founder, Dr. 
Bruce Rodgers, in a series of five 
concerts: Dec. 10, and 12-15. 
The program will also be tele-
vised at 9:30 and 10 p.m. Dec. 
22, and 11 and 11:30 p.m. Dec. 
24 over KTNT, Channel 11. 
Tickets for the concerts at 8:15 
p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall in 
the Music Building. 
Members of the Madrigals are 
Peter Schindler, Richard Mc-
Cullough, Patrick Lemon, Kathy 
Tacoma 98416, SK 9-3521, ext. 
247. It has already been mailed 
to a number of Parent-Teacher 
and service organizations. 
This pamphlet is provided as a 
public service by UPS. Persons 
interested in contacting speakers 
are asked to use the listing as a 
guide, and to call the speakers 
direct, rather than trying to reach 
them through the UPS News 
Bureau. 
Moles, Marilyn Sterbick, Roger 
Sasnett, Stewart Hanson, Susan 
Arbury, Terry Eicher, Loyda 
Thomas, Howard Fankhauser, 
Patricia Morgan, Tracey Jack-
son and Linda Smith. 
Tickets for the concerts have 
already been distributed. 
UPS Speakers' Pamphlet Compiled 
Farley's 
Flowers 
"Flowers for every 
occasion" 
1620 - 6th Ave. 
MA 7-7161 
255.00 
•  
Platitudinous, perhaps, 
but worthwhile things do 
take time. Also timing. 
So, we have credit 
plans for students 
of promise. 
weisfield;- 
JEWELERS 
Lakewood—Villa Plaza 
Downtown-925 Broadway 
Tacoma Mall 
The. Alpha Phi Chapter Room was decorated in a friendly 
style for Christmas. 
Ski Carnival Tomorrow 
x:* )1 )0 
Jingle, Jingle, Jingle . . . 0- 
0- 	 * kk, 	 and  
IC 	 I;t0- 
I Ho, Ho, Ho t 
vk 	 .4 
4. 
 0- 	 Iiirrrp ariamas from Cellar X 
v!, 	 d 
o'oslikA tvi Atiov*A cifikP-ii* 
Vt,40ttts4,,4)4,4t!tA,)4!1,ei 
x 
C, 
Diamonds — Jewelry 
Tacoma's Only Certified 
Master Watchmaker 
Caravelle 
Accutron 
Bulova 
Elgin 
Hamilton 
Vantage 
Accutron Sales and Service 
SCHAEFFER'S 
JEWELERS 
3812 No. 26th 	 SK 9-4242 
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For a black student the typical 
liberal education here at UPS is 
a destructive one. The fact that 
black students are on this campus, 
as students not as niggers, is a 
contradiction, a contradiction if 
a person's education depends on 
upon the respect and consider-
tion given his growing dignity as 
an individual. The idea of an in-
tegrated institution is a fantasy 
when the educational process is 
geared toward one group of stu-
dents. It is a segregated institu-
tion with black pupils present to 
aid in athletics, to bring federal 
funds to the university, to satisfy 
one another's social and sexual 
needs (thereby leaving untainted 
the myth of pure white woman-
hood), and finally to give the col-
lege a visible liberality. If in fact 
the university has a concern for 
minority students, then its acts 
should be commensurate with that 
concern. 
Consider the forebearance of a 
black student who has to sit in 
an economics class listening to a 
lecture on capitalism and freedom 
extolling the virtue of the "Amer-
ican Way" then go to Hilltop, the 
Central District or "Buttermilk 
Bottom" to face rats, cockroaches, 
and cops of the real America. 
Consider a black student who has 
to sit listening to a liberal pro-
fessor (i.e., one who seeks reform 
within the existing political, econ-
omic, cultural confines of the na-
tion) attack America on every 
level from the stagnation of white 
suburbs to its Hedonistic hippy 
offspring, the apathy of the mass 
of whites, to the war in Vietnam 
and then blow his whole game, 
lose his cool, when the black stu-
dent raises the question whether 
it is desirable to become inte-
grated into such a diseased so-
ciety. 
Black High School students are 
evolving toward a greater con-
sciousness of themselves as black 
people, chiefly because of the 
racial unrest of recent years. And 
of course all of us agree that 
black people should be aware of 
their own identity. (We have 
seen that a lack of identity in 
the last fifty years among whites 
has given rise to despotism all 
over Europe and America). But 
what happens to a black high 
school student, conscious of his 
world, mentally prepared to strug-
gle to function as a human being, 
as he enters the University of 
Puget Sound as a freshman? 
Where are the courses dealing 
with Black psychology, Black his-
tory, African history, African 
EXPERT 
WORKMANSHIP 
AVENUE 
SHOE REPAIR 
2703-6th Avenue 
languages, Black Arts? There 
are courses which analyze racism 
from every • perspective from 
Marxist to Conservative but there 
are none which break down ra-
cism from a Black perspective. 
With what or whom can he re-
late other than other black stu-
dents who are oppressed by the 
same sins of omission at this lib-
eral institution? 
The most liberal attempts by 
our campus are at best irrelevant 
and sometime destructive as far 
as black students are concerned. 
The Afro-American Seminar has 
only peripherally affected -black 
students. Although its very exist-
ence is owed to the demands of 
the Black Student Union for 
course curricula "specifically per-
tinent to their existence," as it 
lives today Humanities III's class 
material is geared toward that 
one group of students known as 
the majority. This contamination 
is achieved by yielding to the en-
rollment's conscious or uncon-
scious desire to be absolved of 
their guilts by and about Black 
folk. To this end the Black stu-
dents concerned with the Afro-
Seminar must answer to failure 
. . . failure because the task 
thrown upon them by the "ma-
jority" enrollment is a virtual 
impossibility. 
Many black students who have 
attended UPS for several years 
become so dulled, stunted, and 
humiliated by this destructive lib-
eral education that they begin to 
succumb to the vacuous, secular 
religions of western civilization—
existentialism, humanism, Marx-
ism, etc. They begin to see them-
selves as individuals in the so-
ciety: The schizophrenia of such 
beliefs expresses itself best when 
the student has to contend with 
the fact that neither Camus, Sar-
tre, Fronun, nor Marx was black 
and this society has never con-
sidered black people as indivi-
duals. However, still having "No" 
alternative, they succumb. 
This university has an obliga- 
TI:i Opens 
By George Spelvin 
Once in a very long while 
a reviewer has a chance to see 
a production which has a cast so 
well-balanced and so polished 
that he can, for once, put aside 
his nit-picking and thoroughly 
enjoy it. Such a production is 
The Man Who Came to Dinner, 
currently playing at the Tacoma 
Little Theater. 
7:00 a.m.—Buses leave for Crys-
tal 
9:00 a.m.—Buses arrive at Crys-
tal 
10:00 a.m.—Ski lessons 
12:00 noon—Lunch 
3:00 p.m.—Ski movies—Chapel 
5:00 p.m.—Buses leave for UPS 
7:00 p.m.—Buses arrive at UPS 
Let's all go and have a fun-
filled day whether it be on the 
hill, in the lodge or sipping hot 
spiced wine by a big cozy fire. 
Remember—only your participa-
tion can make this a success!! 
JUST A — 
QUIET. SOFT, GENTLE 
REMINDER THAT CHRISTMAS 
IS ONLY ELEVEN DAYS AWAY 
— AND WE WANTED 
TO INVITE YOU IN 
TO SEE OUR GREAT 
SELECTION OF 
GIFT BUYS.... 
BEFORE THEY'RE 
ALL GONE 
(We didn'l really plan 
to shout like lb.?) 
LET US 
PLAY SANTA 
FOR YOU ... 
A Black Student Speaks 
By Lou Smith, of UPS BSU 
Approximately 350 students will 
depart tomorrow for the snow-
covered slopes of Crystal Moun-
tain. Ski lessons, movies snow ball 
fights and the Rathskeller will 
probably see most of the action. 
Buses will leave from the front 
of the S.U.B. at 7:00 a. m. 
SHARP and return around 7:00 
p.m. that night. All ski lessons 
will begin at 10:00 a.m. in the 
front of the ski shop and ski cha-
let. PLEASE BE PROMPT! 
The ski day, which is spon-
sored by 7-Day Campus, is being 
organized by. John Farley and 
Janie Wittenberg. Full participa-
tion is necessary to keep this en-
joyable ski day around for future 
years. 
Late registration will still be 
possible before you board the 
buses Saturday morning. All par-
ticipants must remember to keep 
tion to allow room for alternatives 
to come about, and SEPARATE 
CLASSES EsT BLACK STUDIES 
would be a beginning. 
Power to the People 
Black Power to 
Black People 
their yellow registration card with 
them and present it at all eventr 
and meals. All tow and chair 
tickets are to be paid in full by 
the student participants (no dis-
counts). Rental equipment is still 
available at Jarstad's Ski Hut. 
Please remember to be prompt 
at all scheduled events so as not 
to hold up anyone else. Buses 
leave UPS at 7:00 a.m. and will 
return from the mountain at 
5:00 p.m. SHARP. Don't get left 
behind!!!! 
Events for the Day: 
6:30 a.m.—Breakfast (coffee & 
donuts) 
IIIIMIIDIA20120120211210PANN)**224 DIA DaaiZZAND12,1 AXIOM 2,4 ka 4aaA 
College Media Reps 
TRAIL OFFICE SC 214 
5.0 
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"Baroque 1968" by BM Colby 
I -7) erman 
tauern 
IMPORT BEER AND 
WINES 
Dance to 
ACCORDIONIST 
LARRY DIEDE 
Tuesday - Thursday - Friday 
Saturday Nights 
1920 Jefferson 
MA 7-9383 
German Food 
Skate Your Date at 
Lakewood 
Ice Arena 
WED.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN 
8:15-10:15 
Sat.- Sun. 
2:30-4:30 
7310 Steilacoom Boulevard S.W. 
e e 
0 0 0 o 
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By Phyllis Scheiffele 
Currently on display in the Kit-
tredge Art Gallery is the UPS 
Art Faculty Show. This biannual 
exhibit has a great deal of variety 
to offer the viewer. 
Many very unusual works of 
art are currently displayed. All 
are well worth viewing. The fresh-
est approach to subject matter 
was taken by Professor Bill Colby, 
UPS art dept. Chairman, in his 
piece titled "BAROQUE." Each 
of the pieces in this collection fea-
ture a uniquely molded and shap-
ed canvas and fascinatiing color 
and style. When viewing Profes-
sor Colby's work one receives the 
feeling of transcending the mere 
reality of looking. One seems to 
become part of the painting's ac-
tion and movement and for a 
few moments experience a part 
of the work. Professor Colby's 
work is fascinating and quite suc-
cessful in effect. 
Marcia Jartun added depth to 
the showing with her work. One 
of her best unusual and interest-
ing pieces was titled "YOU GOT-
TA BE JOKING," and was done 
with red and blues and pieces of 
playing cards. A woodcut by Jar-
tun titled "RANDI" captures 
the viewer's eye and imagina-
tion. Professor Jartun's style and 
technique are well developed and 
add greatly to the show. 
Other'works in the display were 
contributed by Monte Morrison, 
Peggy Mayes, Ronald Fields, 
Helen Gregory, Frances Chubb 
and Carlton Ball. All of the art 
pieces on display are of a fascin-
ating character and extremely 
well done. 
The show will remain in the 
Kittredge Art Gallery through 
December 19th and will remain 
open to students and the general 
public. 
The Academic Lectures sub-
committee of the Artist and Lec-
tures Series has four events 
scheduled for after the first of 
the year. The committee has at-
tempted to obtain speakers to 
meet a broad spectrum of student 
interests. 
This fall, Academic Lectures 
h,-sponsored with Young Re-
publicans the successful appear-
ance of candidates Slade Gorton, 
Art Fletcher, and Tony Chase. 
The Chapel services featuring 
Gov. Daniel Evans and Attorney 
General John O'Connell were also 
co-sponsored by the committee. 
Now, on January 7, Thubten 
Jigme Norbu, brother of the Dal-
ai Lama, will speak on "The Na-
ture of Buddhism." Mr. Norbu 
will give an account of his broth-
er's dramatic flight from the Red 
Chinese occupation of his home 
Tibet, as well as explaining the 
ideas of Lama Buddhism. The 
Humanities Division is co-spon-
soring this appearance. 
A week later, January 13, Wil-
ly Ley, noted authority on rocket 
research and an associate of Dr. 
Wernher von Braun, speaks on 
"Science Fiction Today, Fact To-
morrow." Ley predicts that we 
UPS Sends 
Representative 
To Camellia Bowl 
(UPSNB) — Anita Helle ot 
the University of Puget Sound 
will vie with contestants from 
other Pacific Coast universities 
for Camellia Bowl Queen this 
week in Sacramento, Calif. Col-
lege football teams in the Pacific 
Coast NCAA compete for bids to 
the bowl. Anita, whose parents 
are Mr. and Mrs. Glenn C. Helle 
of 19223 Densmore N., in Se-
attle, was 1968 homecoming queen 
at UPS where she is a junior 
majoring in French. 
The queen will reign over ac-
tivities in the Camellia Bowl this 
Saturday when Humboldt State 
meets Fresno State for the title. 
Miss Helle is being sponsored 
by the Associated Student Body 
at the University of Puget Sound.  
will have a permanent and exten-
sive base on the moon long be-
fore this century ends. His talk 
should prove very interesting. 
Later next semester (March 
6), Dr. Richard Gardner, pro-
fessor at Columbia University 
and experienced U.N. advisor, 
will speak on "Are We Over-
committed in Asia?" 
Last on the schedule is Hon. 
John Haskell, noted expert on 
France, who will tell us what he 
thinks lies ahead after "Le Grand 
Charles" in his talk on "France 
Under DeGaulle and After" 
(April 16). 
Other possibilities lie open, and 
Academic Lectures is attempting 
to satisfy most of the students' in-
terests in its program, and hope 
that they will make plans to at-
tend these events. 
DO YOU REALIZE... 
Christmas is JUST 
12 DAYS AWAY — 
It's time to 
have your 	 olf,- 
Holiday Party0.1 
"T 
4,t,..i.. 
wardrobe 	 .,6.. 	 4- 
expertly 	 •., 
drycleaned at 
New Era 
Cleaners. 	 ' 
• 
Your clothes 
I will be returned 
to your Party  
Perfect—You'll 	 . 
look your Holi- 
day Best when 
You rely on 
New Era 
Cleaners to dry- 
clean your 
clothes! 
Another 	 Exclasiv• 
ffs'vl 	
' 
IScotthgard ) 	 tn EIRIC 	 PROTECTOR 
Protects garments againo rain and 	 stains 
Including Coin Operated 
Self Service Dry Cleaning 
and Laundry 
re)
new era 
ci..earsers 
Lau vs ID Ft V 
2621 	 N. Proctor 
3624-6th Ave. 
3820 S. Yakima 
Clean Cars for Xmas 
The members of Phi Chi Theta 
Business Fraternity are sponsor-
ing a Car-Wash on Saturday, 
Dec. 14 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
at the 76 Union Station, at the 
corner of 26th and Proctor. The 
cost is only $1.00, an tickets 
may be purchased from Mrs. 
Brewitt in the Business Admin-
istration Office, Mc. , 128. 
Some 12.0 million families had 
incomes of $10,000 or more in 
1965, and the largest single per-
centage of American families — 
17.3% — were in the $10,000 to 
$15,000 category. 
TONY'S 
BARBER SHOP 
• 
TONY — RAY — KEN 
Props. 
38141/2 North 26th 
"You Gotta Be Joking" a unique piece created by Jartun 
A Woodcut "Randi" 
by Marcia Jartun 
YELLOW CAB 
OR 
AMBULANCE 
& ALSO 
Heart - Lung - Resuscitator 
Service 
MA 7- 
1121 
This Christmas Try 
The Power of Flowers 
Poinsettias 
As 
Traditional 
As Your 	 1. 
Christmas 
Tree 
You'll be pleased, 
your relatives and 
friends delighted, when 
you send flowers. They 
are a pleasure to 
give and receive. 
Beautiful, Tradition-
al Poinsettias are 
the most appropri-
ate gift of all. 
They'll provide 
Christmas Cheer 
for weeks. 
BUDIL'S 
FLOWERS 
6th Ave. 	 Tel. 
at Oakes 	 FU 3-4739 
For Quality 
Diamonds-Watches 
Jewelry-Silver 
Shop MIEROW'S 
Tacoma's Only Pioneer Jeweler 
Extended Budget Terms 
No Interest or Carrying Charges 
MIERO W'S 
900 Broadway 
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HAR-manY 
Minds of midnight have, no worth; 
No thoughts of kindness, no signs of mirth. 
Look around you . . 
Ocean surround you. 
Wordless mouths yelling from birth. 
Wordless mouths yelling from birth*!%$$$$$ 
Judas betrays the growing lion. 
Lions fierce then, but later frightened; 
Guilt is milk-toast . . . . 
Freedom is boast. 
Pinky Lee your babes are frying. 
Come to grips with an exploding flower 
Changes in a fun house shake your power 
Blooming people free their minds 
Caught up in Neptune's tines 
Resolve a discord played on grooming 
Dust is good if not inhuman 
Where are you going thin dissentors? 
Where are you going fattened mentors? 
Man is Man 
Bend if You can. 
Injustice pain. 
Love Yourselves, OH MAN! 
Harmony shrieks in a silent—"Filter-Spray" ccmmuter. 
—Ron Dean 
Santa's Bag 
Dear Santa, Please bring . 
Prof. McNeil: Peace in Vietnam and a G.E. Skilsaw. 
Prof. Reiher: Nothing, for she has been bad. 
Dan Bischel: a landing of the 7th Cavalry in India. 
Mrs. Heatley: Peace of Mind. 
Mrs. Curran: A trip to San Francisco. 
Prof. Bauer: A Leave. 
Prof. Berry: More money. 
Prof. Orthman: A New Robe. 
Dick Walsh: A new car. 
Larry Grissom: An electric golf cart. 
Phyllis Scheiffele: A Timmy Tiger and a Mickey Mouse watch. 
Barb Clements: A Burning Issue for the Trail. 
Al Keist: A stereo set. 
Jeff Smith: A complete collapse in our ability to manufacture napalm. 
Prof. Stokes: A Trail whose writers write grammatically and whose printers print correctly. 
Prof. Manning: Money, or the lack of it. 
Prof. Kaiser: Peace and Quiet. 
Miss Myles: Not to have to sing a Christmas Eve Service and relaxed vocal chords. 
Dr. Lantz: A $5,000,000 gift. 
Dr. Ostransky: 1,000 shares of Xerox. 
Dr. Hartley: Mortgage paid off on everything. 
Mrs. Sealy: A round trip ticket to Paris so she can spend New Year's Eve at Max im's. 
Doug McArthur: An unbeaten basketball season. 
KUPS: A new Gates Transmitter. 
Sandy Mostoller: More time. 
Friendly Freddy Bullert: A subscription to the New Left Notes. 
Mayor Rasmussen: A trip to Sacramento. 
and from the Editors a Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year to all Trail Fanst 
Students To Help Form Policies 
February 6 is the deadline for 
students to turn in suggestions 
referring to the types of courses 
they would like to see in the 
winterim program. Students are 
now members of the Student-
Faculty Relations Committee and 
the Winterim Committee and 
have taken part in several of the 
various commissions which have 
studied the 4-1-4 program. 
From time to time there have 
been suggestions that students 
participate in the formation of 
specific programs along with fac-
ulty committees. Nationally the 
student-faculty joint actions have 
led to better communications and 
understanding between the two 
groups at several colleges and 
universities. It appears that the 
benefit of such joint action at 
UPS would outweigh any disad-
vantages, that cooperation and 
understanding between students 
and faculty is desirable, and that 
a comprehensive plan is prefer-
able to a step-by-step integration. 
The respective executive com-
mittees, therefore recommended 
to Central Board and to the Fac-
ulty Senate that the following 
action be approved: 
1. Faculty Committee member-
ships will be expanded from their 
present number to include a num-
ber of students which may not be 
more than the member of faculty 
members but may be less, the stu-
dent members by be selected by  
the executive board of Central 
Board. 
Each committee member will 
have a' vote in committee action. 
On request of Central Board, 
committee recommendations will 
require approval of both Central 
Board and the Faculty Senate. 
When authority to act has 
been delegated to a committee it 
may proceed without specific con-
firmation by either Central Board 
or the Faculty Senate. 
If either Central Board or 
the Faculty Senate amend the 
recommendation of a committee, 
the amended recommendation will 
be submitted to the other board 
for approval. 
If there is a disagreement 
between Central Board and the 
Faculty Senate arising from a 
committee recommendation, the 
recommendation will be referred 
back to the committee which orig-
inated it to work out a compro- 
"DOWN AT 
THE HEELS?" 
SEE 
Proctor 
SHOE REPAIR 
3817 1 2 North 26th 
All Work Guaranteed 
mise solution. 
A student will be appointed 
as a non-voting observer to attend 
Faculty Senate meetings and a 
faculty member will be appointed 
as a non-voting observer to attend 
Central Board meetings. 
When a factulty committee 
deals with personnel problems, it 
may meet in executive session 
without student representation. 
Students will be added to the 
1968-69 faculty committee on an 
ad hoc basis, and will be members 
of faculty committees on a per-
manent basis beginning with the 
1969-70 academic year. 
If necessary, the Faculty 
Senate will prepare an amend- 
AF Takes 
Applications 
(USAFR) — The Air Force is 
accepting applications from col-
lege graduates and those who 
are graduating in January, 
1969, for positions as Pilots or 
Navigaators, according to SSgt 
Wayne Davies of the Tacoma 
recruiting office. 
For further information on 
qualifications, interested per-
sons may call or visit a local 
Air Force representative in the 
Air Force Recruiting office 
which is in the Federal Build-
ing, 11th and A Street. Phone 
number is FU 3-2861, extension 
361 or 362. 
ment to its by-laws and present 
it to the Faculty to permit such 
student representation. 
The recommendation was signed 
by: Dean Henry, President, ASB 
and Thomas Sinclair, Vice Chair-
man, Faculty Senate. 
Basketball Cheer 	 . I 
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[President's Advisory Group Formed! 
A group known as the Presi-
dent's Advisory Council was 
formed this week jointly by Presi-
ili IA Thompson and ASUPS 
President Dean Henry. The idea 
of such a council originated at 
the Spring Leadership Conference 
last year. This fall agreement was 
reached to structure the coun-
cil. 
A need was expressed at that 
leadership conference for stu-
dents to obtain reliable and ac-
curate information concerning all  
aspects of the university. Futher 
noted was the absence of student 
involvement in forming both long-
range goals and current policies. 
"We view this council as all 
opportunity to partially rectify 
the inadequate communication 
between students and administra-
tion," stated Al Kiest, chairman 
of the group. 
The members of the committee 
are Al Kiest, Tom Iverson, Dixon 
Rice, Warren Smith and Dave 
Vance. 
Christmas Round Camp 
• 
This special full-color issue was produced by Barb Clements, 
Dick Walsh, Keith Haushahn, Dave Hirst, Larry Grissom, and 
Al Keist. Photos by Dave Hirst. The executive staff would 
like to thank all those staff members who put in extra time 
to get this issue out. A special thanks goes to John Rooney 
and Johnson -Cox Printers for their help in producing the 
first full-color issue of the TRAIL. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
RAH! The annual competi-
tion yell contest will be held 
at the first basketball game 
of the season. All the living 
groups will be on hand to show 
their spirit as the UPS Loggers 
meet the U. of Portland. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Dr. Thompson, Professor Kaiser, 
and the Spurs. It was a chance 
for everyone to hear the joy of 
Christmas ring. 
This year "Christmas Round 
Campus" added something new. 
Door displays were planned for 
each of the women's dorms. Each 
living group chose a chairman, 
and the two groups worked to-
gether on decorations for their 
main door. Judging of the door 
displays took place after the car-
oling and the tree-lighting. 
This Wednesday, December 18, 
will be the Christmas Chapel serv- 
s • • • 
ice at the regular eleven o'clock 
hour. 
The real climax to Christmas 
will be the Christmas Banquet on 
this Thursday, December 19, in 
the Great Hall. Doors open at 
4:45 p.m. Dr. Albertson will pre-
sent the traditional Christmas 
story, and the Madrigals will sing 
highlights from their perform-
ances. Santa and Mrs. Santa 
Claus will bring cheer and good-
ies. As is the custom, the fresh-
man class president Greg Brewis 
will brand '72 on the Yule Log. 
Dr. Oncley will be at the organ 
to accompany everyone in carols. 
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